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Guests Reviews

"The villa and the facilities were fantastic,The service and hospitality superb!We will return."Heather&John Davies North
London
"Thank you very much.It was our best holiday ever.See you in April.We are coming back with family and friends."Grant
and Susan Ryder Thames,Oxfordshire
"Once again we will be spending our holiday with you.It wii be our third time in two years.Could we have villa Margaret
again;"Margaret Kellet .Wales
"The property was very clean, com
been more friendly or helpful. We would have no problem booking one of these villas again if in Cyprus." "Thank you for a
lovely holiday.The facilities are superb,the service and cleanliness outstanding.We will be back next year.
David and Susan Wilson.Southern
"We live in the Gulf Area and we have been visiting Cyprus for many years. Three years ago Reginas Villas was
recommended to us by a colleague. Since then we have visited Cyprus twice or three times a year and we always stayed
at Reginas Villas. The villas are beautiful, the location is perfect because it is quiet, secluded and offers privacy and yet is
very close to all amenities. We would not dream of going anywhere else as every time we are met with the usual warm
welcome by the owners and staff and with the excellent standards of cleanliness and service. We highly recommend
Reginas Villas to anybody who is looking for a quality holiday."
When caught here by the ash cloud we said we were "stranded in paradise". Having come back we are again impressed
by your fine hospitality, the quality of the accommodation and service and the peaceful quality of our holiday. We would
thoroughly recommend Reginas Villas to anyone looking for a superior villa holiday in secure, quiet surroundings. We will
be back soon. Dr and Mrs. Kiff, Birmingham
Thanks again for everything! We spent a lovely holiday in your splendid house and also at Oroklini. We really enjoyed
everything. We will come back anyway because it is a lovely place to stay and also we love Cyprus Many thanks to
Carmen & Peter, they are really nice and helpful. Please give them my best wishes.
Very kinds regards. Samy, Bruno, Yasmine Hi John & Regine,
Just to say thank you for another wonderful stay(Our fifth) and a great night out, we look forward to seeing you soon. Roy
& Greta Stavrou Hello John & Regine, We would like to thank you for a wonderful holiday. Your resort is fantastic, in a
quiet and peaceful area surrounded by wonderful gardens. It is a small paradise!!! The staff have also been wonderful
and extremely helpful. Thank you and we will recommend your place to all our friends. We will see you soon next autumn
for another holiday in paradise!!! Best Wishes, Agnes & Albert Andersen, Stockholm, Sweden.Hi John, Thank you very
much for a lovely stay and a wonderful Wedding. All the arrangements were perfect and nothing was to much to ask from
Peter and Carmen. We thought we were in a five star hotel!!! All are guests thoroughly enjoyed there stay. You better
build some more villas as everyone is coming back!!! Hope to see you soon, Amy & Mark Johnson, Manchester. "I have
stayed here with our family in July 2008 and Feb 2011. I love the villa so much and location we have now booked again
for our whole family for the Summer Holidays this year. John and his wife and gang can never do enough for you, they
are there always on hand to help with whatever you need. I would recommend these villas time and time again, its a
home away from home." Magdaline Pistolas, Birmingham

http://www.reginasvillas.com
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